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Heart Strings Contest

Know ‘n’ Show
Review Game
An easy-to-prepare fun review game which can
be used indoors or out!

Preparation:
Write out review questions for the Bible content you wish
to review with the children.

Procedure:
Before you ask each question, give one of the following directions. Example: “If you know the answer to the question,
scratch your nose.” Then ask the review question and look
for whoever does the motion first or choose anyone doing
the correct action. The list of suggested actions can be
made to “fit” your children.
1. Whistle
2. Scratch your nose
3. Stand up
4. Smile
5. Raise right hand

6. Put hands on head
7. Clap twice
8. Blink twice
9. Touch your toes
10. Snap fingers

I Love Jesus

(Tune: Jesus Loves Me)
I love Jesus, does He know?
Have I ever told Him so?
Jesus loves to hear me say,
That I love Him every day.
Chorus:
Yes, I love Jesus (3 times)
And I will tell Him so.
Take time for children to each tell Jesus
they love Him in prayer. Have them tell
why they love Jesus.

Supplies:

1 box, shoebox size or larger
Coloured Paper —red, pink and/or white
Red yarn or string—one 12” string for each heart.
Heart Pattern (Back of page)

Paper hole punch, scissors,
Small wrapped heart treats (candy or cookies)

Preparation:

Decorate box with colored paper, heart stickers
and decorations. Prepare a list of simple review
questions of Bible stories and/or Bible verses
covered from previous lessons. Using heart
pattern, cut hearts from coloured paper, enough
for one review question per heart. Punch hole in
top of each heart and tie one end of a string to
each one. Write a review question on each heart
and place hearts in the box so that the strings
hang over the edge.

Procedure:

Place box in middle of the floor or table with
children sitting around it. Have one child at a
time pull a string from the box. Read the question on heart aloud. If the child answers correctly, they get to keep the heart. Give each
child a chance. If question is not answered correctly, place the heart back in the box to be
drawn later. Continue till all the strings have
been pulled and each child has a heart. If there
are any “extra hearts” left in box, pull out one
at a time and allow any child to answer question.
Collect all hearts at end of game and give each
child one of the wrapped heart treat. Give each
child with a heart
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Heart Pattern for Heart Strings Contest
(Size options)
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